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Over the last few years the use of modular building
components has been growing, especially in the construction
of residential towers and hotels. While the use of
prefabricated modules is not a new concept and has been
extensively used overseas, it is still emerging in Australia.
With the explosion in the resources industry over the last 10
years, accommodation sites were needed quickly, frequently
in remote locations and with restricted labour. This led to the
birth of the prefabricated industry in Australia. As well, many
modules were sourced from Asia, especially China, where
costs to manufactures are much lower, resulting in a cheaper
product for developers.
Recently, we have seen prefabricated modules used more
frequently in non-resource projects under similar cost and
time pressures.
The Australian market has been generally slow to adopt
prefabricated building modules. Apart from the mining and
resources sector, the hotel and health sectors have identified
the benefits of modular construction - with preconstructed
pods used as accommodation, offices, bathrooms, control
rooms and plant enclosures, and enabling fast construction
schedules.
While the time and cost benefits of using modules are
clear, an unfortunate aspect of their recent use in some
projects has been that while the build quality is exceptional,
the design is somewhat uninspiring. This has damaged the
perception of the possibilities available and made developers
think twice.
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But high quality design can be achieved with little additional
cost using prefabricated modules, making the technique
suitable for even upmarket buildings.
Our research and experience has shown that design does
not need to suffer as a result of the process, and that even
timber in the form of CLT panels can be used in modular
construction.
In a time of rising labour costs coupled with an increasing
strain on resources and our environment, does this not make
sense?
Generations have discussed this proposal, but will this
generation have the initiative, creativity and want to move
the sociological norm forward?
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history of CLT
Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) is the engineered wood of the
future and is making the construction of entire buildings from
timber a reality. First developed in Switzerland in the 1970s, CLT
is an extension of the technology that began with plywood and
may be best described as a ‘jumbo plywood’.
Having gained popularity in Europe, CLT - also referred to as ‘tilt
up timber’ or ‘pre-cast timber panels’ - is slowly being adopted
more widely as a viable alternative to more traditional building
practices.
Layers of timber, known as lamellas, are glued together with the
grain alternating at 90 degree angles for each layer. The exterior
layers’ grains run lengthways, giving optimum strength. CLT is
manufactured in a similar way to glulam, except that glulam is
layered with the grain.
Cross-laminating layers of wood veneer improves the structural
properties of wood by distributing the along-the-grain strength
of wood in both directions, and this means that CLT panels can
be used to form complete floors, walls and roofs.
While CLT is a timber product, it should not be thought of as a
timber frame product - it is a timber panel product that actually
has similar characteristics to that of a pre-cast concrete panel.
The advantages this offers new buildings is quite exciting
- timber panels are much lighter than concrete, more easily
worked and easier to erect.
The potential of CLT as a sustainable building material is only
just being realised around the globe.
CLT is available in Europe and has only recently entered the
North American market. It is not currently available in Australia,
however increasing local interest means this new building
technology may enter the Australian market in the near future.
(Source:http://www.woodsolutions.com.au/Wood-ProductCategories/Cross-Laminated-Timber-CLT)
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properties of CLT
DURABILITY
CLT durability is dependent on the base material that it is made
from. As most CLT is made from low durable softwood, it
should be protected from the weather.
Shrinkage
CLT has minimal shrinkage and swelling in part due to dried
lamellas, precision cut dried pre-fabricated panels. Moisture
content is generally around 12%.
SIZES
Each CLT manufacturer will have their own sizes, however
lengths of up to 18 m and widths of up to 2.95 m are possible
with variable thicknesses based on application. Lengths are
generally dependent on the ability to transport the finished
panel.
Individual thicknesses of layers can start at 19 mm and range
up to 43 mm. Lamellas are grouped into 3, 5, 7, or even 9 layers
with over thicknesses of CLT panels reaching up to 500 mm.
Wall panels can range from 57 mm to 161 mm (overall thickness
based on 3 - 5 layers) and ceiling panels can range from 57 mm
to 400 mm (overall thickness based on 3, 5, 7 layers).
Panels are usually manufactured to 3, 5, 7 layers however some
manufacturers will provide more layers upon request.
APPEARANCE GRADES
For the European market, manufacturers subject the lamellas to
a visual and mechanical quality sorting procedure that produces
a range of visually graded standards. This can vary between
manufacturer, however they generally will relate to the following
categories:
Suitable for exposed internal use in residential and
commercial structures
Suitable for exposed internal use in industrial structures
Non-visible quality suitable for lining.
REGULATIONS / STANDARDS & CODES
No Regulations, Standards or Codes exist specifically for CLT in
the Australian construction industry.
Codes are in place for European Standards, but not for other
markets. An implication of this is that local building surveyors
can’t properly cost CLT at this point in time for Australian
conditions.
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CLT full panels

CLT on site assembly
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Typical ground floor build up (from top to bottom):
• Carpet tiles or other floor finish
• 75mm Isocrete K-Screed
• Visqueen ‘Vapour Barrier’. or equal
approved, vapour control layer
• 50mm Kingspan ‘Kooltherm K3’
insulation or equal approved
• Visqueen BBA 1200 gauge DPM, or equal
approved, joints lapped min.150mm
• Beam & block floor to structural
engineer’s details
Typical first floor build up (from top to bottom):
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• Vinyl or other floor finish
• 22mm plywood
• Durabella cradle & batten system
forming 65mm void (ply - clt)
• 280mm CLT floor panel
• Casoline MF ceiling system forming
150mm void (clt - plasterboard) with
50mm mineral wool insulation
• 2 layers 15mm FireLine PB & skim
5/2/2013 1:05:15 PM

Typical external wall build up (from in- to outside):
• 13mm high impact PB & skim
• 18mm plywood
• 25mm void battened out
• CLT structure (120mm)
• Visqueen ‘Vapour Barrier’ or equal
approved, vapour control layer
• 50x50mm C16 timber frame with
50mm Kingspan ‘Kooltherm K15’
insulation
• Tyvec ‘Supro’, or equal approved,
breather membrane (weather barrier)
• 38x50mm treated C16 vertical battens
@max. 600mm centres
• External horizontal timber boarding
(19x110mm boards with s/s clip type secret
fixing)
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suppliers of CLT
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Austria:
KLH Massivholz GmbH
A-8842 Katsch an der Mur Nr. 202
Murau, Steiermark, Austria
Tel. +43 (0) 3588 8835 - 0
Fax +43 (0) 3588 8835 - 20
Email office@klh.at
Web www.klh.at

New Zealand
XLam NZ Ltd
57 Beatty Street
Tahunanui, Nelson 7011, New Zealand
Tel. +64 (0) 3 538 0930

GPS coordinates:
47˚08’20.68’’ North
14˚17’24.59’’ East

GPS coordinates:
41˚17’36.41’’ South
173˚14’16.13’’ East

Australia (Representative for KLH in Australia):
Tilling Melbourne (Head office)
31-45 Orchard Street
PO Box 189, Kilsyth 3137
Tel +61 (0)3 9725 0222
Fax +61(0)3 9725 3045
Email: sales@tilling.com.au
Web www.tilling.com.au

Australia
Le Messurier Engineered Solutions
82-94 Grand Trunkway
Port Adelaide SA 5015 Australia

GPS coordinates:
37˚48’44.08’’ South
145˚18’33.58’’ East

GPS coordinates:
41˚17’36.41’’ South
173˚14’16.13’’ East

Finland
Stora Enso Oyi Head Office (legal domicile)
Kanavaranta 1
FI-00101 Helsinki
Tel.: +358 20 46 131
Fax: +358 20 46 214 71
Email:buildingsolutions-fi@storaenso.com
Web www.storaenso.com/buildingandliving

Australia (Sales office)
Stora Enso Timber Australia Pty Ltd
101-103 Makland Drive
Derrimut, VIC 3030
Tel: +61 3 9361 7200
Mob: +61 403 805 888
Email: erkki.valikangas@storaenso.com
Web www.clt.info

GPS coordinates:
60˚10’05.86’’ South
24˚57’30.15’’ East

GPS coordinates:
34˚47’24.13’’ South
144˚46’30.40’’ East

Email enquiries@xlam.co.nz
Web www.xlam.co.nz

Tel. 1300 365 027
Web www.lemessurieroptim.com.au

suppliers of CLT
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RESIDENTIAL - AUSTRALIA

RESIDENTIAL - AUSTRIA

Forte Living
791 Bourke Street
Victoria Harbour,
Docklands 3008
www.forteliving.com.au
GPS coordinates:
37˚49’11.33’’ South
144˚56’41.55’’ East

Wohnbuehne
Contact through:
Holzbau Stiegler
Junghannsstraße 174
A-8967 Haus im Ennstal
Tel +43 (0)3686 2290
Fax+43 (0)3686 2290-4
Email office@holzbaustiegler.at
Web www.holzbau-stiegler.at
GPS coordinates:
47˚24’35.08’’ North
13˚46’18.74’’ East

built examples of CLT
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RESIDENTIAL - UK

RESIDENTIAL - GERMANY

Stadthaus
Murray Grove
Architect:
info@ waughthistleton.com
www.waughthistleton.com
GPS coordinates:
51˚31’50.63’’ North
0˚05’21.92’’ West

Family House
Diessen am Ammersee
Architect:
www.bembe-dellinger.de
Builder:
Web www.zimmerei-hoefle.de/GPS
coordinates:
47˚56’52.68’’ North
11˚06’12.43’’ East

built examples of CLT
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COMMERCIAL - AUSTRIA

EDUCATION - UK

Office Building “Meiberger”
in Lofer
Architect:
office@lparchitektur.at
www.lparchitektur.at
Builder:
office@holzbau-meiberger.at
www.holzbau-meiberger.at
GPS coordinates:
47˚34’54.93’’ North
12˚41’56.79’’ East

Kingsdale School Music & Sports
London
Architect:
dRMM
www.drmm.co.uk
GPS coordinates:
51˚25’55.02’’ North
0˚05’00.55’’ West

built examples of CLT
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Get ready for

the CLT revolution in
structural design and build
Article from Bernhard Waschl (GCE Consulting Engineers) in
architecture and design from 13th of May 2014.
(Source: www.architectureanddesign.com.au)
As one of the original building materials used by man, timber
has come a long way. Over the last 15 years, R&D in Europe has
seen the development of solid cross laminated timber (CLT)
panels and the relatively quick adoption and integration into
standard builds in both the private and commercial sectors.
CLT is now also being imported to the Australian market
from overseas developers. How we go about integrating this
product into our building and construction industry will require
a re-think on the way we design and plan our builds.
The advantages of building with CLT
CLT is a product that, from European experience, shows
promise in providing our industry with many new advantages
over the use of traditional building materials. Due to the ability
to manufacture large scale CLT panels, (up to 3m wide and
16.5m long), engineers now have a new tool in their belt to
overcome the limitations normally encountered when using
single timber elements. By using high quality connection
techniques together with well-produced CLT panels, designers
and their structural engineers now have more freedom in their
structural design approach.
Apart from these technical advantages in structural design,
CLT panels can be produced very economically in a factory
environment. In turn this also means wall and floor panels
can be produced to a high degree of detailed prefabrication.
This not only keeps the costs of materials down but also
shortens the build time required. Transportation from Europe
to Australia will of course impact design opportunities as
container space limits the maximum size of panels; therefore
transport costs must also be considered.
Due to the flat plate geometry of CLT, which can also be
curved if required, the following structural elements are
referred to:
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•Flat plates: Used as suspended ceilings supporting
gravity loads. The main direction of impact is
perpendicular to the middle layer of the element.
•Flat plates used as sheets/disks: The main direction
of impact is in line with the middle layer.
•Combined structures: Building 3 dimensional
structures using CLT in different directions forming
rooms /boxes.
Providing solutions for today’s design requirements
In terms of application, CLT can be used in a vast array of
circumstances. Today’s modern architecture often calls
for large open planning, oversized window openings, point
supported ceilings and cantilevered structures. In all instances,
CLT can fulfil the structural requirements for these designs.
Inspiration and reinforcement of CLT’s capabilities can be
seen in the many and varied projects already documented and
constructed from around the world.

Pictures provided by KLH, one of Austria’s leading CLT producers.

Historically the biggest drawback with any timber structure
is fire. Many countries with highly populated areas have seen
devastating fires (London and Vienna, for example) and the
building codes in Europe reflected this issue by preventing
multi-storey construction using timber and timber products
as the main structural material. It should therefore not come
as a surprise that the world’s tallest CLT apartment was built
outside of Europe and in Melbourne, Docklands. This was the
Forte Building by Lend Lease and the CLT building structure

Pictures provided by KLH, one of Austria’s leading CLT producers.

must first be calculated using engineering principles based on
the research carried out by the Technical University in Graz,
Karlsruhe and other European Institutions.

Its use does require a new way of thinking about the building
process. Using CLT requires proper planning, detailing and
advanced structural design ability. More time must be spent in
the technical offices than on site in order to fully document the
project. The very common way of designing in Australia while
already in construction cannot be adopted for this product.
Building tolerances on site need to be adjusted to fit in with the
tight tolerances used to produce the CLT panels. Document
control by all involved parties, as for every prefabrication
process, is crucial for successful project delivery.

In accordance with code requirements modern timber
structures need to perform under ultimate (ULS) and service
conditions (SLS). Under service
conditions deflections and vibrations need to be assessed
separately. In general CLT structures, due to their increased
mass, increased cross stiffness and dampening effect are
very effective for use in building applications.

The production methods used for CLT provide enormous
advantages. Typically kiln dried, finger jointed spruce planks
are sorted and then cut into sheets. These sheets are then
stacked at right angles and glued under a high pressure
bonding system in perpendicular layers. The selection of
timber combined with the gluing and pressing process is highly
automated, which produces a high quality and consistent
product.
Design and technical considerations when working
with CLT
Of interest for Structural Engineers is the limitation of
standards. National standards for CLT are only available in
German speaking countries, being Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. In order to accommodate CLT, Eurocode 5
(Timberstructures) will need reworking to provide standardised
guidance on design and use of the product.

Pictures provided by KLH, one of Austria’s leading CLT producers.

was produced by KLH (their CLT is now distributed by Tilling
in Australia).
For those designing structures using CLT, the effects of
fire must be considered. When exposed to fire, timber’s
composition undergoes changes. The burning causes a
chemical process which produces gas and charcoal – the
later forming a protective coating over the remaining timber
thereby extending the fire resistance. EN 1995-1-2 only covers
timber cladding, plywood and timber materials, not CLT.
In general for unprotected timber elements a constant
burning rate can be assumed. CLT elements however behave
differently under fire conditions. Due to the manufacturing
process using single timber layers and glue, the burning rate
might even be increased. To assess the fire resistance of any
proposed CLT structure, a structural engineering design

World-wide, the methods used when constructing suspended
floors vary greatly. We see significant differences in floor cross
sections depending on which materials are used and how
they are combined. Currently the use of screeding is highly
recommended when using CLT as the substrate by several
research institutions to prevent noise and vibration issues.
Additionally, the support conditions of floor systems, which
have a large influence on the overall performance of the
finished floor, need to be accounted for in the design process.
A bright outlook for the Australian market
In summary, for Australia, CLT is a great new product for
the building and construction industry to consider due to
its excellent environmental credentials, the increased design
freedom, the economical savings gained due to reduced
handling and site time, and not to mention the added benefits
of living in a solid structure made from natural timber.

Written by Bernhard Waschl CPEng, MSc (Structural &
Geotechnical), BEng (mechanical) GCE Structural Engineers.
Waschl holds a Masters in Structural and Geotechnical
Engineering and a Bachelor Degree in Mechanical engineering.
Educated at the Technical University Vienna, Austria, he has
been working and designing CLT structures since the early
introduction of this building material in Europe.
For further information and advice on the use and design of
CLT structure email bwaschl@globalce.com.au.
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Timber buildings:

why and how
Australia’s poised to build them bigger
and better

constructed. Seismic engineering is now an integral part of
their building design, and engineered timber is well suited to
dealing with those challenges. Wood is now front and centre
of New Zealand’s building products supermarket.
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The impetus for change in Australia, according to Pindar, will
therefore not rest solely on the environmental benefits of
timber construction. Instead, the shift in culture will be driven
by economic and practical advantages.

Article from Geraldine Chua in architecture and design from
16th of May 2014.
(Source: www.architectureanddesign.com.au)

However, it should not take a disaster to wake Australia from
its ‘slumber’, notes Pindar.

Imagine standing in a supermarket filled with building
materials, tasked with collecting the products you will need
for your project. Automatically, you turn towards the concrete
and steel aisles…but wait, was that wood?

“The fact is we do need smarter systems than what we
currently have. Contractors are under ever increasing pressure
to deliver buildings cheaper and faster, with stringent safety
standards and high on-site costs. Traditional methods of
construction are struggling to deliver quality outcomes, and
I think people are beginning to look to alternative means of
construction,” he says.

Stronger, faster, warmer, greener
Typically fabricated off-site, engineered wood products have
good strength-to-weight ratio, and are manufactured with
millimetre accuracy and sophisticated detailing. This allows
buildings to go up on site much quicker and more efficiently
than traditional construction.

The unassuming middle child, timber is often forgotten when
it comes to structural applications, but has the potential
to revolutionise the way Australian buildings are being
constructed. More specifically, it is engineered timber which
can be used in both residential builds and larger-scale, multistorey projects.

Stadhaus by Waugh Thistleton architects was constructed from CLT panels.
The entire building was completed within 49 weeks. Image: Waugh Thistleton

But projects like Forte, which was constructed with cross
laminated timber (CLT), are still a rarity in Australia. Here, the
engineered timber industry is only in its infancy, lagging behind
Europe, and increasingly the US and New Zealand. There are,
however, a few hopeful that the tide will turn sooner rather
than later.

Contrary to popular belief, engineered wood also performs
well against fire because of its char factor.

Sydney-based Fitzpatrick + Partners (F+P) is one practice
which believes there is a compelling case for building ‘tall timber’
and has invested significant research and development into
timber applications. Rod Pindar, a principal at F+P, attributes
current industry inertia to a lack of demand in investing in new
technology within the Australian construction industry.

“The analogy is if you are trying to start a fire in your backyard
or a barbeque, you don’t put a log on it, you start with twigs
and paper. You are not going to start a fire just by striking a
match under a log,” explains Pindar.
“You need a large, established fire before that log is going to
start to burn, and when it does, it will char and burn slowly.
This is measurable and accounted for in the engineering of
the timber.”

“All the technologies we use to build these days have been
around for decades. We are used to them, we’re experienced
with them, and there’s been no need to change,” says Pindar
of the reigning concrete and steel.

Large timber beams are therefore able to retain their integrity
even after being susceptible to a fire. Compare this to steel,
which Pindar says requires costly protective coatings or
cladding to protect it in the event of a fire.

“There’s the attitude in the industry of ‘we know what we are
doing, so why do we need to do it differently?’”
This method of construction is far from new. The Great Buddha
Hall of the Todaiji Temple in Nara, Japan is 300 years old and
one of the largest wooden buildings in the world. Stadthaus,
a nine-storey London building designed by Waugh Thistleton,
was previously the tallest timber residential structure in the
world – a title recently, and narrowly, claimed by Lend Lease’s
Forte in Melbourne.

An impetus for change (and playing catch up with New
Zealand)
Across the Tasman Sea, New Zealand’s building industry has
soared ahead in terms of timber construction, but this has
only happened within the span of a few short years.
One key driver for this has been the Christchurch earthquakes,
which have prompted a dramatic re-think in how buildings are

A keen example is Forte, where walls, floors and ceilings are
made from large slabs of timber formed by gluing pieces
of timber together. According to developer Lend Lease,
this method helped cut construction times by 30 per cent
and reduced the number of workers required on site. The
reduction in time and noise on site also reduced the impact of
construction on local communities.

The Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology and Arts building in New
Zealand by Irving Smith Jack Architects was constructed using the world’s
first commercial EXPAN Pres-Lam engineered timber structure. Photography
by Patrick Reynolds

The natural aesthetic of wood is another big advantage of
timber construction. A timber building has a warmth to it,
soft to touch, and a particular ambience that is calming and
inviting. This could be particularly beneficial for commercial
buildings with staff and workers who may thrive more in a
building made of materials with variance, texture and grain,
instead of more sterile, clinical finishes.

Candlebark School Library by Paul Haar Architect is intended to serve as a
fire refuge of last resort. Read more about the structural engineering of this
project here. Photography by Kristian Laemmle-Ruff

Of course, sustainability remains a key incentive for the use of
engineered timber.
A truly renewable resource, timber plantations typically have
a 25 year lifecycle, which means there is an endless supply
as long as the wood is harvested sustainably and responsibly.
Wood absorbs and stores carbon and requires relatively little
embodied energy to manufacture.
Timber is also highly recyclable, and at the end of a building’s
lifecycle, can be made into other products.
Nascent revolution
The possibilities of engineered timber are only just starting to
enter mainstream building industry consciousness. Following
on from the success of Forte, Lend Lease has recently
completed another CLT project in Melbourne, The Library at
The Dock. The new Netball Centre in Homebush, Sydney, by
Scott Carver is being built with large format laminated veneer
lumber (LVL) timber beams.
Fitzpatrick + Partners has prepared a concept design for what
could be the tallest timber commercial building in Australia
using glued laminated timber (glulam), and is exploring the
use of hybrid timber and steel or concrete structures in many
of its projects.

The tallest timber commercial building in Australia could be constructed with
glulam

While Pindar acknowledges that a fully timber building is not
always the right solution for every site, he hopes that wood will
be seen as a legitimate option alongside steel and concrete:
“I think the question should not be why timber is suited for
commercial office design, but why timber is not being used
for multi-storey commercial buildings. I don’t think there is a
compelling reason for that,” he concludes.
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“The main point about CLT is that one of the major efficiencies
comes from using larger panels. The larger the panel, the more
efficient the erection process.”

Cross laminated timber could spark
local manufacturing industry
By Cameron Jewell
11 July 2013 — Cross-laminated timber could provide a huge
opportunity for a local manufacturing industry if government
gets on board, says chairman and chief executive of Laminated
Timber Solutions Tony Thorp.

A report from the UK found that policies designed to
encourage increased use of all biogenic materials (wood,
hemp, straw, wool etc.) in all UK buildings could have net
carbon sequestration of up to 10 megatonnes of CO2 by 2020
and 22 MtCO2 by 2050.
To put this number in context, total carbon emissions from all
UK construction activity in 2010 were 33MtCO2.

CLT is a digitally designed and manufactured building material
that can be used in place of conventional materials such as
concrete. Timber boards are stacked in layers at right angles
and glued together with non-toxic adhesives before being
hydraulically pressed to make solid wood panels, creating a
product with a high fire-resistance, good thermal insulation
properties and improved strength.
Thorp says the product is a “true innovation in the construction
industry” and is good for the environment because it is made
from certified sustainable plantation timber, and may be able
to sequester carbon for more than 100 years, potentially
opening it up to qualifying as sequestered carbon under the
Kyoto protocol definition.
The potential for sequestration of carbon through CLT and
other plant-based building materials is huge. Thorp says that
each cubic metre of CLT equates to nearly a tonne of CO2.
“My estimates of the latent market on the eastern seaboard
alone for CLT and composite products is over one million cubic
metres per annum in about 10 years time,” he says, “so we
could be sequestering one million tonnes of CO2 per annum
and thus sucking the equivalent from the atmosphere via the
regrowth in the plantation forests from which the timber is
sourced.”

The importing of CLT puts a limit on the maximum sizes of
panels, Thorp says, as shipping container size allows for a
maximum CLT panel of 16 metres by five metres.
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As
a new technology, there are technological issues to be
overcome, too. CLT has a low damping ratio, which can lead to
problems with vibration, and certain acoustic frequencies may
travel through the product more easily than with concrete.
Thorp says that there is a race to solve these issues and
Australia could leverage this to become a world leader.

“Ideally, the product could be 24 m by 3.5 m, which could only
be efficiently manufactured in Australia.

“There’s a lot of room for people to develop specific intellectual
property,” he said. “If the industry here is given a bit of a
boost, that level of innovation might provide a competitive
advantage to be able to leverage that IP internationally.”

“A CLT timber industry would mean local manufacturing jobs
that are very hard to displace by foreign manufacture. It’s
putting the construction industry into prefabrication mode in
a technology that is very hard to offshore.”

Australia might need to move quickly, as other countries are
already planning groundbreaking CLT projects.

Thorp says on this basis is could be supported by government,
and temporary policies could be introduced to build volume in
the industry and reduce costs.
“It’s a matter of applying policy adjustment in a way that has
as few adverse outcomes as possible.”
Some policy adjustments Thorp mentioned include a
preferential government purchasing policy or temporary
adjustments to planning permissions to allow for extra height
for CLT buildings.
Lend Lease’s Forté

In Australia, Lend Lease’s Forté building in Docklands,
Melbourne – the tallest CLT apartment building in the world
– reduced carbon emissions by 1400 tonnes compared to if
it had used steel and concrete. Forté this week achieved a
5 Star Green Star As Built rating, the second Green Star As
Built certified apartment building in Australia, after Monash
student housing.
Thorp says the Brits are world leaders in CLT technology but
Australia was primed to be fast followers and could push into
the Asia region.
“The issue we have currently is that we don’t have local
manufacture,” he says. “CLT has to be imported, and that’s a
barrier to cost and competitiveness.

CLT, as a prefabricated technology, is also seen as a way to
create more efficiency and a better occupational health and
safety environment, shifting jobs from on-site to a factory.
“The construction industry has always been known as dirty,
dangerous and demanding,” Thorp says, but CLT could help
clean it up.
CLT also has some hurdles before being widely adopted. While
projects like Forté have proven the commercial viability of the
technology, it’s still seen as a risky venture.
“On a risk adjusted basis, it’s probably comparable to a
traditionally framed building, but people still apply risk
premiums because it’s largely still unknown,” Thorp says.
Google’s new UK headquarters will be built with CLT

Google has just announced a new UK headquarters at King’s
Cross in London built from CLT.
The one million square foot (92,900 square metres) “groundscaper” features 725,000 sq ft (67,350 sq m) of office space
and around 50,000 sq ft (4645 sq m) of retail space. Most of
the internal structure will be constructed using steel framing
with CLT panels, which is a first for a commercial building of
this scale.
“The combination of CLT with steel frame opens up the
potential for much larger structures and much broader
adoption of CLT in the construction industry,” says Thorp.

Google says the building has been designed to meet the
highest standards of environmental sustainability, ensuring
low energy use and incorporating state-of-the-art materials.
They’ll be looking to score LEED Platinum and BREEAM
Outstanding certification, and reduce carbon emissions by 40
per cent.
The design by architectural firm Allford Hall Monagham Morris
will stretch 330 metres, with much of the rooftop being
garden. The building ranges in height from seven storeys at
the south end near King’s Cross Station to 11 storeys at the
northern end overlooking Regent’s Canal. There will also be
bicycle parking the size of seven tennis courts and a multistorey climbing wall.
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Timber: the next evolution in
construction
By Willow Aliento

“The Kiwis are punching above their weight in timber use,”
TDA chief executive Andrew Dunn says.
He tells The Fifth Estate that massive timbers were delivering
a combination of sustainability and a damage avoidance
system for earthquake resilience, and that the applications the
group saw particularly impressed the engineering contingent.
The two main types of engineered wood products produced
from softwood plantation timber such as Radiata Pine are
laminated veneer lumber and glued and laminated veneer
timber (Glulam). Both are used for structural timbers.
A new product that has come onto the construction scene
in recent years is cross laminated timber, a panel-style timber
used for prefabricated structural elements including external
and internal walls, ceilings and floors. Currently, this is sourced
from Austria and is made from spruce, also a plantation-grown
softwood.

Rod Bligh explains the New Zealand projects are using prestressed LVL frames incorporating LVL columns and beams
that have tension cables inside the built up timber sections.
During the movement of an earthquake, the stabilising LVL
shear walls mean the building returns to equilibrium due to
the prestressing.
This is a better solution than concrete, he explains, because
concrete structures are difficult to remediate, as the steel
reinforcing inside the concrete will yield during a quake, but
unlike the LVL and CLT solutions, the steel in concrete cannot
be removed and replaced.
Rod Pindar echoes this, telling The Fifth Estate that the use
of massive timbers for reconstruction is actually being driven
by insurance companies and building tenants, not building
codes or the construction industry itself.

29 May 2014 — Growing value-added manufacturing and
building with timber is a logical move in terms of decarbonising
our built environment. It’s an idea which is gaining popularity,
with local examples like Forté, Netball Central and The Library
at The Dock showing what can be done with engineered
massive timbers, and the reconstruction effort in New Zealand
spurring the development of a “grow to wow” industry.
But why are there so few of these carbon-storing projects
getting off the ground in Oz? And how can we develop a local
manufacturing industry? Willow Aliento investigates.
To distinguish them from traditional light timber framing and
conventional timber products, the term “massive timber” is
used in Australia and the rest of the world.

LVL being made at Nelson Pine Industries.

New Zealand setting an example
Two fact finding tours to New Zealand in the last 12 months
organised by the Timber Development Association (NSW)
explored the massive timber manufacture and applications
happening in New Zealand. The tours included Rod Bligh, a
partner at Bligh Tanner consulting engineers, and Rod Pindar,
a principal at architecture firm Fitzpatrick + Partners.

He found New Zealand a really interesting case study,
explaining that after the Christchurch earthquake, many
buildings had to be demolished as they were essentially
“sacrificial”, and designed to keep occupants alive at the
expense of the building’s structural integrity. Tenants and
insurance companies, he says, no longer want to have
buildings where complete demolition is needed post quake,
and the massive timber buildings offer a clear advantage,
as they can be remediated, therefore allowing for faster reoccupancy.
“Despite these advantages, we understand it was still quite a
challenge getting the [New Zealand] builders and contractors
onboard,” Pindar says.
“In Australia, there are also commercial challenges. We don’t
have the manufacturing industry, so we have to import all the
materials [for massive timber construction], and there are
inefficiencies there.”
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See
our accompanying article Timber: how to shrink our
footprint
Client buy-in is also something he believes is a sticking point.

he firm also developed the detailed design for an entire multistorey A-Grade commercial office project at Sussex Street in
Sydney in conjunction with Arup and Lend Lease.

“To get the most out of timber, you need to design it as a
timber building from the outset, but naturally clients want to
keep their options open to allow for competitive tendering.
Very few clients will commit up front. And it needs a big
commitment from someone to really pull it off.”

Unfortunately, Lend Lease was not able to acquire the site
and the proposal is now in hiatus, awaiting a place to be built.

Timber lends itself to that [prefabrication style of building]
really well.
“Once on site, it is just such an easy material to work with.
If you need to change something, you’re just drilling, cutting
or screwing into soft wood, you don’t need special [concrete
cutting or welding] tools. It’s also a quieter site, and the
whole process allows for better planning upfront. With CLT,
for example, all the services conduits can be allowed for and
fabricated before delivery to site.”

Innovate and make it local
Pindar believes that for massive timbers to really succeed,
they also need to be produced locally, with local raw material
and local knowledge.

The hybrid model Fitzpatrick+Partners is developing with
the TDA is for an A-Grade commercial building with floor to
ceiling heights competitive with traditional steel or concrete
structures.

“[Our timber industry] needs to research and be smart; it
needs to be investing in new technologies,” he says.

One of the clear advantages he sees with the timber system is
the flexibility it gives tenants in terms of adapting floor plates,
and connecting different floors for more open, collaborative
multi-level fitout styles.

“Perhaps it could also become a [viable] export industry, as
the [engineered timber] products are lightweight and easy to
build with.”
Architects Fitzpatrick + Partners has a research department
that has done considerable work on both massive timber
construction and also hybrid construction systems, such as
a hybrid steel/concrete/timber system the firm has been
developing for commercial applications.
One of these hybrid systems is being proposed for an office
building in Macquarie Park, NSW, and Pindar explains that the
timber elements are a “cassette system” that is prefabricated
in a factory and simply craned into position and bolted
together on site.
“The “cassettes” are lightweight, quickly erected and easily
modified either during or post construction,” he says. “A
50mm concrete topping slab is included for acoustics, and
this is something we are looking into trying to remove with
future systems.”
Currently, a research paper is also being undertaken in
conjunction with the TDA on hybrid timber structures for
commercial buildings.
T

Curved Glulam beam being fabricated in TimberLabs great glulam
timber plant

Smarter building
“The driver for [our research] is looking for smarter [and more
sustainable] ways to build. Our experience has shown us
that the quality of construction in Australia is getting worse,
mostly due to the pressure on contractors to be quicker and
cheaper,” Pindar says.
“We know of contractors tendering at zero per cent margins,
thus needing to save money on the sub-contracting of trades
through “value engineering”. The trade-off is quality and the
end result is that defect lists are growing.
“We think buildings can be built smarter. Prefabrication offsite
[with massive timbers] results in a quality building product
that is fabricated using sophisticated machinery, operated
by skilled workers. It is more sustainable, offers improved
OH&S working conditions and has less risk due to poor
weather. Then, because it is supplied [as modular items] and
transported to site, the building is up faster and to a higher
level of quality.

“The lightweight timber infills mean you can easily modify all
the floorplates,” Pindar says.
“[The need is for] long life, loose fit, low energy buildings which
are more generic in typology and can change use, for example
from commercial to residential. It’s about allowing buildings to
be more flexible and have another life after the first one.
“Timber is also the most recyclable building material we can
use, and it can often simply be deployed elsewhere at the end
of its life in a building.”
Bligh shares Pindar’s perceptions of the upsides of the
material, and the need for the Australian industry to develop.
“CLT potentially has so much going for it. It suits prefabrication,
it is lighter, which reduces the need for craneage, and it results
in the delabouring of sites,” he says.
Bligh also points out a lighter building means less resource
intensive footings and piles, and can also allow for higher
buildings on sites with poor geotechnical conditions such as
the Docklands site Lend Lease had for Forté.
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also results in a safer site, with less work required on the
live edge of the building because formwork and concrete slab
construction are eliminated, and facade erection simplified.
Essentially, massive timber construction with CLT is, he says,
extremely low tech.

Ironically, Dunn says one of the largest timber buildings in New
Zealand was manufactured in Australia, and is a LVL factory
covering several hectares.
“One of the limitations in LVL, and a reason it has been
struggling for acceptance, is it was not [in the past] considered
to be decorative or designed to be a decorative product, due
to the presence of the natural knots and grains. Recently
people have said, ‘We can live with a few knots.’”

“Really, the innovation [in massive timber construction] is in
working out the supply and the building methodology. From
a structural [engineering] point of view, there are no huge
challenges,” Bligh says.

One of the features of the proposed Sussex Street building
was the exposed timber with its natural grains and variations
in the surface of the outer veneer layer.

“There are no real technical impediments – it’s like steel, but
bigger.”
The only issue he identifies is the one of sound attenuation.
However, a range of cassette system flooring solutions have
been developed by industry that combine timber with either
magnesium oxide boards or aerated lightweight concrete
panels (Hebel) to create an acoustically insulated product.
Service ducting is another issue that needs to be resolved
through design.
“The client has got to be involved [in the design]. It has to
be the client and the consultants and the subcontractors all
working together at the outset. You just can’t get innovations
unless everyone is working together to achieve them,” Bligh
says.
“[Massive timber construction] is well and truly do-able.
[Developing the industry] requires getting more people used
to timber buildings. There are already systems relevant to
residential buildings, but they have a long way to go in terms
of acceptance in the [broader] market.
“New Zealand did have some really good examples [of massive
timber building], such as the Nelson Institute of Technology
Building. What NZ is doing with the earthquake and post
tensioning [innovations] is exciting. But even in New Zealand
they are still gearing up; there is only one CLT manufacturer,
for example.”
This is, however, one more manufacturer than Australia has.

“The beauty of timber is it is a natural material. We think the
structure should be exposed and celebrated, not overclad,”
Pindar says.
“Timber has a tactile feel to it, soft and warm to touch, that
most typical commercial building materials [such as concrete
and gyprock] don’t have. It creates a particular ambience that
is calming and inviting. You really have to experience a timber
building to fully appreciate the benefits.

Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology

What’s stopping Australia doing it too?
The challenge now is for Australia to develop a similar level
of market acceptance at each stage of the massive timber
lifecycle, from plantation development and manufacturing
through to builders and building owners.
Dunn says the obstacles include lack of Australian
manufacturing, with only one plant in Australia producing LVL,
a small amount of glulam production for project-to-project
orders, and no one producing CLT.
In terms of acceptance by designers, builders and clients,
another barrier is that LVL has predominantly been used as
a beam product in both Australia and New Zealand, making it
challenging for it to be more broadly endorsed by builders and
their clients.

“It’s the same with a lot of typologies of materials; it’s nice to
see them in their natural form rather than simply cover them
up with gyprock. There are health aspects to this also, as you
are reducing the amount of artificial elements in the building
with potentially volatile chemicals in them. Even though you
can get low-VOC products, it’s better if you don’t have to
apply anything at all.
“So timber [potentially] has a compound effect [in saving on
resource use].”
Risk, red tape and vested interests
“One of the obstacles in Australia has been a lack of imagination
[in the building industry]. People like to do the same old stuff
they have done before, and what was not done last time is
seen as risky,” Dunn says.
“But there are exceptions and let’s give Lend Lease a gold
stamp; they did the due diligence, investigating many building
systems [and then they decided massive timbers for Forte
was the answer].”
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Another major barrier Dunn identifies is building regulations.
“The regulations are so antiquated, for example one building
regulation prevents the use of greener [zero formaldehyde]
glues. We need a quicker mechanism to get new, innovative
systems into regulations.”
One of the options available for builders under the current
regulations is the one taken by Lend Lease of the alternative
solutions path. Dunn pointed out that the majority of buildings
over four stories in Australia will have elements in them that
require an alternative solutions (for example, the “Deemed to
Satisfy” solutions that may be used to meet the Building Code
of Australia’s Section J requirements for energy efficiency).
The difficulty he says in terms of using massive timbers as
an alternate solution is it takes substantially more time to
achieve approval and certification, and he believes this stifles
adventurous methods.
“Most people want to keep doing the same old things.
Education is the key to change as the unknown is why people
say no,” Dunn says.
The biggest recent progress to date on achieving adjustments
to the BCA is the decision by the Australian Building Code
Board approving amendments enabling the use of fire and
acoustic rated timber-framed construction systems for threestorey Class 3 buildings such as hotels and motels, a change
which comes into effect this month [May 2014].
Is fire really the risk it’s made out to be?
Fire is one of the common concerns regulators and others
have in terms of timber buildings, especially in a country
like Australia where destructive bushfires are a common
occurrence. However, the BCA’s fire requirements were not
developed in response to bushfire risk, rather they were based
on sections of the USA’s building code developed in response
to the Great Fire of San Francisco in 1906.
Pindar observes that, untreated, steel performs poorly in a fire
situation, yet it doesn’t have the stigma that massive timber
has.

“Steel warps and twists,” he says. “It needs a lot of protection
in the form of coatings or cladding to keep its integrity and
meet building codes, and those all have [embodied] energy
in them.
“With timber, you simply oversize the member to give it a char
factor. This is allowed for in the engineering of the structure.”

“But, [this time period] relies on knowing how the structure
behaves. The fire resistance method [in a furnace] is onerous
and tests for things that do not matter. Timber is not a
material that burns that easily [under normal conditions]. From
a structural approach, you can make it work appropriately.
You can design a product that behaves correctly,” Professor
Torero says.

The “char factor” is the way in which only the outside of a
timber beam will burn, creating a coating of charred wood
which actually protects the inside of the beam, therefore
maintaining structural strength.

“if you design the product correctly and design the structure
correctly, you can deliver the buildings that people need.
Timber can have the same or better reaction [to fire] as
concrete and steel.”

Professor Jose Torero, head of the school of civil engineering at
the University of Queensland, explains to the The Fifth Estate
that he has been doing work with a number of associations
to demonstrate the viability of tall massive timber buildings in
terms of meeting statutory requirements for fire safety.

One of the benefits of Professors Torero’s proposed research
is that post-fire it will be possible to identify the failure points,
and with timber being such a lightweight design, it is easy to
replace the structural systems.

Professor Torero has put a proposal into the Australian
Research Council to conduct a research project involving the
construction of a massive timber building up to nine storeys
high that will then be burned under test conditions at the
Queensland Fire and Rescue Training facility. The research will
also incorporate exemplars of different techniques that make
timber buildings safe in terms of fire.
“It is an interesting and complicated problem; we have a
regulatory framework with quite severe regulations,” he says.
“The [current] regulations are based on fire resistance tests
[of materials] that are carried out in a furnace, and they test
all structural systems [including timber, steel and concrete] to
the same standard.”
He pointed out that the regulations regarding height limits for
combustible materials vary around the world, and he believes
these rules about height limits should not in fact exist.
The basic premise of the height limits is the structure should
withstand fire for a certain period of time that is sufficient
for people inside the building to escape in event of a fire, he
explains.

“In theory there is no good reason why tall timber buildings
can’t be built. The poor framework for testing and regulations
is hampering the industry. [Industry development] requires
revisiting how we assess the performance of LVL and CLT.
There are a number of cases where [researchers] have
developed different testing with an appropriate methodology
that has not been adopted. The science is there, [but] it has
not been migrated into the practice.”
Professor Torero believes that because the existing thinking
about timber is entrenched, and there is a very strong steel
and concrete lobby, few have seen any reason to change the
regulations and material testing methodologies.
“There are a lot of biases and misconceptions,” he says.
Breaking down the barriers to growing the market
In terms of changing the regulations, because they are still
state-based, Dunn believes the mechanisms for change are
difficult and time consuming. And, to complicate the situation
further, in terms of massive timbers, a nationwide change
would be required to create a sufficient level of demand to
stimulate an Australian-based manufacturing industry.
“It’s a situation of supply and demand,” Dunn says.
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“If
someone wants to use CLT they would have to use
imported products. We do not have the demand volume in
Australia [currently] to support the development of a CLT
plant.”
Reasons for optimism
Andrew Dunn has no doubt an Australian CLT plant will
eventuate once the demand increases, just as the industry in
the 1990s replaced imported timber I-beams with Australian
grown and fabricated ones.
“It is the way the world is heading – with CLT you can put
[elements] together offsite and then just click it together
onsite. Carpenters aren’t really needed, [workers] simply
follow the plans and the numbers [on the components],” Dunn
says.
“For 100 years [builders] used the handsaw and hammer
to build with timber in Australia, then for the last 30 years
we had the power saw and nail gun, now we have the CNC
machines and the accuracy with which the components can
be made to fit together is phenomenal.
“[Computer numerical control] has helped the market [for
timber building] as you can cut timber up so accurately and the
result is a highly accurate structure, which is also lightweight
and [delivers] a faster building program. CNC means optimising
the final project [design] to fit into the material, and with CLT
and LVL that means you minimise waste and minimise costs.”
The supply side perspective
With his engineering background, Rob De Brincat has a passion
for innovation in materials, and as commercial development
manager for Tilling Timber, a drive to work with architects,
builders and engineers to increase the use of massive timbers.
Tilling Group is the Australian importer and supplier for
CLT produced by Austrian manufacturer KLH. The issue
with supplying projects from import timber according to Dr
Brincat is not only the loss of an opportunity for Australian
manufactured products, importing reduces the benefits of the
CLT in terms of minimising wastage through prefabrication.

Ideally, he tells The Fifth Estate, CLT is pre-cut for each
specific component – walls, floor, ceiling – in a way which
maximises the use of each panel. However, the size of
shipping containers limits the dimensions of panels which can
be brought in, and timelines mean a project needs to pay for
the whole panels, not for the amount which is used when
the elements are cut from them. This approach also means
increased amounts of offcuts.

“In the long term, in manufacturing [these timbers] there are
opportunities, however we know certain levels of demand
need to be achieved before manufacturing discussions can be
held,” De Brincat says.

See our article Cross laminated timber could spark local
manufacturing industry
“The true art to design with CLT is minimising wastage, and
using building smarts to design [the elements] to minimise
waste,” he says.

“We need to develop the market to a sustainable level so
businesses like Tilling and KLH get involved for the next 12-15
years.”

“[We aim to] educate architects to design around the
manufacture, and to design around master panel size to
achieve minimum wastage and effective containerisation.”
De Brincat says this can drive the price of the system quite
low, once the cost of waste is taken out.
“The market is looking for someone to step up and show
[massive timber construction] can be done with the standard
building process. There is no reason the structure of a
[massive timber building] can’t be done the same way as a
[concrete and steel] one.
“We have always focused on a design and engineering
collaboration [with manufacturers and with customers] – the
engine room of Tiling is our design team. The reason we are
moving very quickly with this is we are already set up, and this
product is new and challenging.”
He says that one of the “sweet points” for CLT and LVL is
the lightness of the material results in a lighter building. This,
he says, has positive implications for developers on sites with
poor ground conditions, as a lighter building can safely achieve
more uplift and therefore deliver greater return. There are
also benefits for extensions upwards or over existing building
stock, with the use of massive timbers meaning there may be
no need to greatly increase the structural strength of lower
levels or pilings.
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FURTHER READING RESOURCES

“A lot of government authorities are looking at timber as an
opportunity to grow the manufacturing sector [and replace
lost jobs from sectors like automotive].

De Brincat observes that the construction industry is not only
enormously economically influential world-wide, it also makes
a major contribution to the global footprint in using materials
like concrete and steel. By contrast, manufacturer KLH uses
a renewable, sustainably managed raw material, and powers
not only the whole Australian manufacturing facility but also
part of the town it’s located in, with the waste from timber
processing.

www.woodsolutions.com.au

“The industry has a responsibility to start reducing carbon
footprints,” he says. “And this includes looking at materials
and operations.
“Green Star [possibly] needs to shift its focus to the actual
materials going into the structure – the elements which
contribute to the footprint.”

www.timber.net.au

Ultimately, for the low-carbon massive timber alternative to
become successful, De Brincat believes confidence in the
products and the supply chain is needed.
“That’s what we’re trying to achieve,” he says.
“The perception of risk is not [really] about the products. If
we can make the job [of using them] easier, that’s the hurdle.
“Timber will be the next evolution of the construction industry;
moving forwards, that’s where it’s heading.”

www.tdansw.asn.au
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f+p+r+d
Timber provides construction and program efficiencies, and
design flexibilities, but is also the only major building material
that is ecologically renewable and sustainable. Forests are
a major store of carbon dioxide, which remains locked in
the timber for the life of the product. With engineered
timber, plantation forests are harvested which make way for
replanting and resetting of the carbon absorption cycle.
When looking anatomically at timber, the microscopic cellular
structure produces characteristic grain or grid patterns,
which varies with each different species. This interlocking
grid pattern of pentagonal style volumes work together to
absorb stress and provide support during its natural growth
phases.
The research and development arm of fitzpatrick+partners,
f+p+r+d continues to explore the potential of prefabricated
timber assemblies in the construction industry. This
includes working with industry groups such as the Timber
Development Authority and the University of Technology to
test the potential of fibre based construction.
This theory is then being continually tested with input from
industry, we will assure that the results of these studies are
both buildable and cost effective in the long and short term.
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